
From Our Correspondent In Roman Britain 

At  Bath,   the  Aquae  Sulis  of  the  Romans,   Prof.  Barry Cunliffe last summer  completed two seasons 

supplementary excavations  to  the  work  carried   out  by  him  in the  mid-1960s. The earlier  investigations 

produced  three of the four stone comer blocks carved with representations of gods and heroes from the great 

altar of the goddess as well as the base of a statue dedicated  by Marcius Memor,  the haruspex (literally 

'gut-gazer') who took the omens from the entrails of sacrificial animals. The latest work has taken the 

archaeologists  into the hot mud below the floor of the King's Bath where one  of the hot springs  utilized 

by the hygiene conscious  Romans  for  their  great  bathing establishment rises. The spring  head,  it 

appears, had  been enclosed by a barrier of closely-packed  vertical  wooden  piles soon  after the middle of 

the first century AD, this as the preliminary to the construction of a reservoir-wall proper,  built of large 

limestone blocks  and  lined on the inside with sheet lead. A couple of centuries later the Romans had enclosed 

the whole of the  spring  with  a  rectangular 'fountain  house'  roofed over with a vault of brick,  large parts 

of which were found as they had fallen. So as not to block the view from the baths across the steaming  

waters of the spring to the temple of the goddess,  the third  century  builders had incorporated large windows 

in the walls of the fountain  house. 
 
The  hot  spring  had  clearly  been  sacred  to Sulis and bathers  and   worshippers   had   regularly  thrown   
into  its waters  gifts  for  the  goddess.  These  included  some  6000 coins and vessels of silver and pewter, 
some with the letters DMS  scratched  on them  standing for Deae Magnae  Suli. One   of  these  is  a  
vessel  shaped  like  a  small  saucepan (patera)  decorated with a curious  design originally picked out  in  
bright  enamel  (see  illustration 1). It is similar  in shape and decoration  to two other vessels found at 
Rudge in Wiltshire and Amiens in northern France,  which have, in addition, the  names of the forts  from  
the  Western  end of Hadrian's wall inscribed  just below the rim. The curious battlement-line decoration 
on these two cups, and possibly the  Bath  cup  too, is probably  meant to represent  the  wall with its 
turrets. 
 
A second find (see illustration 2) was at first thought to be  a  piece  of  Roman  plumbing,   but  turned  out  
to  be a 'catapult washer',  one of a set of four from a small hand- held ballista used to keep the wo 
torston springs  of twisted hair  or sinew rope in place. We will never know why such a curious gift was 
made to the goddess, but it is an important discovery as finds  of catapult parts  are  extremely  rare - 
indeed  this  is the  first  such  find  to have  been  made  in Britain. 
 
In  some  ways the  most interesting  of all the  objects thrown  into the spring  were some forty or fifty 
smaH sheets of lead or tin,  only a few inches square,  on which visitors scratched   invocations  to  Sulis  
asking  her to punish their enemies.    Some   of   these   curse   tablets   are   beautifully preserved  and  the  
metal  is as  bright  and  shiny  as it was when first  thrown  into  the  waters.  One  refers  to an oath sworn 
by four people on 12 April at the hot spring itself, ad fontem  deae  Sufis.  On  another,  which mentions  
her  tern plum,  a thief  is cursed  for stealing a cloak - caracalla, a word made familiar  by the nickname 
of the brutal emperor who  once  campaigned  in  north   Britain   with  his  father Severns  and  younger  
brother  Geta.  This  particular curse gives the  name of the goddess in the nominative  as Sulis - not 
Sul as some had previously guessed. Yet another  says of an  unknown  enemy,  utrum  vir utrum  mulier  
utrum puer utrum   puella  utrum   servus  utrum  tiber - like the  small print  of an  insurance policy - 
and for good measure,  the whole text is written backwards! 
 

A Mosaic of Mosaics 

The past  year or so seems to have been a good one for all interested  in Roman  mosaics: first at Fishboume, 
near Chichester,  the  palace  of King Cogidubnus, where it was decided  to  raise  and  repair  the  famous  
Dolphin   mosaic because  of its deteriorating condition.  This pavement  had been laid in the 2nd century 
AD and underneath was found a  black  and  white geometric   pavement  belonging  to  the main  - later  
first  century  - phase of the palace.  Unlike the other  early geometric  pavements  this one had a border 
based on a conventional representation of a city wall, complete   with  battlements,   corner   towers  and  
gates,   a design that is rare in Britain though it has close parallels in some  of  the  other  provinces and  in 
Italy itself. The  'City Wall  Mosaic' will be lifted  too and  relaid  in an  adjoining room where the original 
floor has been destroyed,  while the ‘dolphin mosaic’ will be relaid in its original position.  

 
Another  pavement to have received a lot of attention recently is the  rediscovered  'Orpheus pavement'  at  
Little cote Park near  Hungerford, Berks. First  uncovered in the 18th Century, and then reburied, the 
pavement was subsequently only known from engravings based on an embroidery  done at the time! When 
relocated  and once again uncovered   it  was  found   to  have  suffered   considerable damage,  but  has now 
been beautifully  restored,  while the walls  of the  room  which it  once graced  have  been  consolidated  
(see illustration 3). The  pavement,  though  continuous,  is divided into two main  parts, filling respectively 
an  oblong  ante-chamber and  a smaller  rectangular room onto  which  three  apses  open.  In  the  very 
centre  of this second chamber is Orpheus with his lyre accompanied by a dog. Around  him four females,  



probably  representing seasons,  perch  precariously  on  careering  animals,   a panther,  bull,  goat and  dog. 
The apses with their scallop shell designs may have been intended for semicircular dining couches, and the 
whole room may have served as a summer dining  room  - there  is no  underfloor  hypocaust  heating 
system - though  other interpretations as to the precise use of the room have been putforward. 
 
Meanwhile,  in  the  disused  dissenting   Tabernacle at Wotton-under-Edge,  Gloucestershire,  the  
brothers   John and  Bob  Woodward  are  drawing  to  the  end  of a  truly Herculean   labour,  nothing  
less than  the  complete  reconstruction  of  another   Orpheus  pavement,   the  huge  and famous  mosaic 
from the nearby villa of Woodchester. This, at  just over 2,200 square  feet,  is claimed  to have been the 
largest  mosaic floor laid anywhere north of the Alps and  is originally reckoned to have contained  1 ½ 

million tesserae. 
The  Woodchester  Orpheus mosaic covered  the  floor  of a great  square  hall whose domed or lantern  roof 
was carried on four  wooden  pillars  resting  on  stone  bases.  The villa, after Fishbourne the largest  in the 
country,  lies partly,  the Orpheus  pavement    wholly,   below   the    churchyard at Woodchester  and  was 
last  uncovered eight years ago. The great pavement and the other floors that adorned the Woodchester villa 
were laid  by a firm  of mosaicists  who seem to have been based  at  Corinium  (Cirencester)  in the 
early  fourth   century,   and   pavements  of  the   'Corinium school' have been found both there and at many 
of the villas in the  region,  including Chedworth,  but  the  Woodchester Orpheus was their  masterpiece. 
The most obvious features of its design are two concentric  circles, the inner occupied by  beautifully   
rendered   birds  and  Orpheus himself,  the other  by  eleven  animals   who solemnly  pace  in  a  never 
ending   ring   around    him,   charmed  by  his   lyre.   The pavement  has been known for the last 300 
years, and both before  its initial  discovery and  subsequently, has suffered considerable damage  through  
grave-digging,  so  the Woodward  brothers  have had to make  use of old drawings and even copy details 
from other  pavements of the Corinium school  in  making   their   reconstruction.  The   result   is  a unique 
recreation of a great work of art. 
 
All the pavements described  above can be visited, but enquiries  should  be made  first  about  opening  
times  (enclosing SAE),  since some of the sites may be closed during the winter months. 
 

The Tree-bearers of Verulamium- a potted history 
Every year, on 22 March,  a curious procession once set out through   the  streets  of  Verulamium (St.  
Albans)  for  the temple   of  Cybele,  the   Magna   Mater   or  Great   Mother Goddess,   built  on  an  
awkward   triangular site  near  the eastern  end  of town  where  Watling  Street  cuts  obliquely 
across the Roman street grid. The men who took part in the procession were all members of the Wood 
Workers Guild of Verulamium and District and were known collectively as the dendropheri- the 'tree 
bearers'  - and  true to this name they carried  a pine tree swathed  in bandages  to symbolize the  body 
of the  dead  Attis.  Attis  was the  young  lover of Cybele and  had  been killed by her in a fit of jealous 
rage, though later  the  goddess  had  relented  and  brought   him back  to life again, and every year, at 
the March festival the myth was re-enacted. 
 
Evidence  for  the  dendrophori  of Verulamium  comes from  the little  Roman  town of Durocobrivae 
(Dunstable), twelve miles to the north  of Verulamium on Watling Street where excavations  have been  
carried  out  over the last few years  by dedicated  amateur achaeologists  under  the leadership of veteran 
digger Les Matthews.  Here, at Durocobrivae, lived and died a member of the Guild of Tree Bearers. When  
he was buried at the expense of the Guild, a colleague,  Regillinus by name, put a favourite drinking cup 
into  the  grave  where, 1600 years  later,  Les and  his team found  it - complete  with dedicatory  inscription  
scratched on it (see illustration 4). Regillinus'  spelling unfortunately did not quite match his generosity, 
but this is probably what he  intended to write: olla(m) dendrofororum Ve(rulamiensium), Regillinus 
donavit. 
 

The Riddle of the Fens 
Finally the East  Anglian  Fenland- 1,300 square  miles of dreary  marshes drained  and brought  into 
productive  use by the Romans  early in the second century,  probably as sheep runs.    Last   summer    Tim   
Potter,    the   dynamic   young Assistant  Keeper  of the  Department of Prehistoric and Romano-British  
Antiquities   at  the  British  Museum, assisted by Ralph Jackson,  also of the BM staff, carried out excavations  
at  the  key site of Stonea,  southeast  of March. 
 
Stonea  had  long been  known for  the  native encampment defended  by fenland  watercourses  and  by a 
rampart and ditch  on  the  only  side  where  relatively  easy  access  was possible; and  in the first edition 
of his definitive history of Roman  Britain,   Britannia, Professor  Frere  hazarded the guess that  this was 
the site of the last stand of the Iceni in the  'first' Iceneian  revolt of 47. The new excavations  have shown 
that Stonea camp is certainly of the right period and Potter  and Jackson conclude  that this could well be 
the site of the  battle  where the rebels were defeated  and where, according  to  Tacitus  (Annals xii.31),  
young  Marcus Ostorius,   the  governor's son,  won the  corona  civica, the wreath of oak leaves for saving 
the life of a fellow citizen. As if this  were not enough,  the  team from  the BM have also found  evidence 



for a shrine  to Minerva - a dedication  to her,   crudely  inscribed  on  a small  leaf-shaped  plaque  of 
sheet gold, as well as bronze busts of the goddess,  and, curiously,   miniature  votive axes  - not  to  
mention   the foundations  of  a  tower-like   building,   which  may  have served,  they argue,  as the 
headquarters for the procurator of an imperial estate based on this part of the Fens. 
 
Our  correspondent  in Roman Britain is Mark  Hassall, who is a lecturer at the University of London Institute 
of Archaeology.  His special interests include the  Roman  army and ancient technology; and his works include 
The Romans (Hart-Davis, 1971). 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 


